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odem Biochemistry, m e  chair of which is being inaugu- 
1 in this University for the first time today (and wh ch it 
y proviledge to  do), is largely a product of this century. 

~nueed,  not a few of the principal architects and builders of 
the wonderful edifice of the knowledge which constitute the 
subject are still alive today. Biochemistry, in spite of its 
name, is less a syncretic notion as it is a derivative science. It 
has hered by biology. It has, at the same time, been 
fruit lrtured by chemistry. Its efflorescence in this 
century can be correctly regarded as the culmination of the 
philosophical commitment of natural science artesian 
principle of objectivity and of the applicati lis prin- 
ciple with its full consequence and in all its rigour to  the 
living state. Biochemistry could not have been possible but 
for the contributions to  natural science of those men of the 
19th centurv. men such as Lavoisier, Berzelius, Lleblg, van't 
Hoff, Ostwald, Gibbs Arrhenius and Emil Fischer, w l ~ o  laid 
the foundations of the new chemistry, and the sciei~tific 
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, from making it possible for a Professor of Biochemistrv 
e a Dean of a Faculty of Science, provide for the enrich- 
t of science education in general and of biological educa- 

tion in particular. 
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Barring an unexpected discovery today by the space craf i 
Voyager in its odyssey t o  the outer limits of  the solar system, 
the biosphere, which is the habitat of those elements that 
constitute the subject matter of biology and its daughter 
subject is known to  be a thin crust of about 5-10 kilometres 
above and below sea level of this planet, no doubt an almost 
negligibly thin crust compared with the expanse of the 
expanding universe. What the biosphere lacks in physical 
extension however, it makes up for in the almost endless 
variety and complexity of life forms which it supports. I t  is 
known, as a conversative estimate, that man inhabits the 
biosphere in the company cf some 2000 other animal species, 
about a million plant species plus and unknown number of 
species of bacteria, other prokaryotes and viruses which are 
only the successors of probably an unknown but, in all 
probability, astronomical number of species that have existed 
since the beginning of biological time. In spite of this know- 
ledge however, it is clear that the scientific laws and princi- 
ples, to  be derived from the study of the biosphere and its 
associated phenomena cannot have the universality of physi- 
cal laws. What can be expected, and that which has been 
achieved in the application of the principle of objectivity 
to the biosphere, is that those biospheric principles and laws 
will be in full consonance with, and be explainable by, the 

lic unive !rsal laws ; of phvs :s and ( 
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in the sc cientific ?re is a quasi-re. enter- 

prise which is self-evident but denied by all. And this is the 
underlying motive power of Faith. In face of the immense 
phenomenological vastness of natural phenomena, there 
is always the certainty that there exists or will exist unify- 
ing principles and laws. Scientific experience suggests that 
this faith is not unfounded. It is our intentions in this lecture 
to explore some of the unities that characterise life from 
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the intellectual niche of the protein molecule. To the  extent 
that it can be demonstrated that the choice is not  a part 
one, but one that belongs, if not at  the centre, close 1 
centre o f  the phenomenon of life, t o  that extent w 
intention of this discourse hav ulfilled. 
this type of setting however it i proper j 

the understanding of both tiates a 
obviously for very different but ur 

Proteins, as nature's versatile dev 
comparatively macroscopic entities k 
students of biology and the history of biology are aware, the 
cell is the basic unit of biological life. As everyone again is 
aware there are different kinds of cells. In multicellular 
organisms sach as the present lecture, there are brain cells, 
liver cells, kidney cells, all of which, within the proper 
observational grid, not only look different but also have 
different properties and functions. 
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One of the basic unities of nature a 
sphere is the almost tautological but puwerrul princi,.- - _  
biogenesis which states very simply that behind each living 
organism today there is an unbroken lineage of descer:+ 
going back t o  the beginnings of biological time: Omnia cel- 
lula ex cellula, as expressed by  Schv i Schleiden in 
1838, the same year coincidentally thi le beginning of 
the systematic study of proteins by the Uutcllman, Ge-vJl*~ 
J o  hannes Mulc 

From the point c 
biogenetic p r i ~ l ~ l p c   an be rey~lraacu l u l  L L l l l l p l c C c l 1 c  

may say that the existing diversity of life fcrrns has 
by the progressive diversification during the course c 
genesis. 

There are certain implications of this principle of bioge- 
nesis, the consideration of which leads to  some of the defin- 
ing no" that  distinguish living things from thc 
living. 
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able of producing a replica of itself. This is a feature which is 
norn~ally referred to  as reproductive invariance. Secondly, 
such a self-reproducing system if it is to  ultimately yield two 
of it:; type must be capable of such self controlled growth 
2s tc make this reproductive invariance possiblc larac- 
t,erisl.ic is that known as autonomous morphog n the 
third place, a biological self-reproducing sys,,.,. . ~ n  be 
subject lges in its properties. Such changes as it i: 
jec t t;o transmitted faithfully by the self-reprod 
machinery, to the descendants of such a changed cell. 'I 
the origin of diversifications. 

These three principal chara 
repeilt; reproductive invariance, auLullulllull3 Irlulpllugttuex3 

and I !  iversificat the ob success 
of biosphere - of life ; multifa 
form!; - compellingly suggest the notion r ~ i  gvaldirectec_--_- 
or purposiveness in the performance of those activities 
which guarantee not only reproductive invariance and auto- 
nomous morphogenesis, but also this biospheric success. 
Modern science arose in part from a revolution against the 
tyranny of scholasticism which derived not only the structure 
but also the content of knowledge from the ancient Greeks - 
in particular from Aristotle. The knowledge of final caw 
teleoloqy is one of such elements of knowledge in the A 
telian corpus. For modern biology which has to live w..--... 
the shadows cf the antecedent revolution, the term teleo- 
nomv, a descriptive cate~ory, rather than the Aristotelian 
teleclogy, an epistemological category, has been adopted to  
describe those purposive or goaldirected behaviour and per- 
forntances of living things be they macroscopic or micro- 
scopic or molecular which make both re~roductive invariance 
and autonomous inorph ; possiblt 

T.his notion of telec can be D ~ O ~ Y  

in the form of two useful even though sligntly circular and 
tautologous axioms. We may say in the first place that there 
exis1;s in living things, whether uni or multi cellular, teleono- 
mic activities that guarantee orderly growth and faithful 
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reproduction as already summarised. The second, following 
from the first, will be the postulation of the existence within 
all cells of an apparatus whose perforn 
system result in the teleonomic activiti 

This brings us a little closer to  our crloaerl L U ~ K  ause Ic la 

known that in all cells proteins constitute the teleonomic 
apparatus. Let it however be said at the outset that our 
discourse will have little to  say about the origin and preserva- 
tion of diversification in general or of the telec appara- 
tus in particular, central though it is to b i o l o ~  mcern. 
on the contrary is with the complex order that IS lire and the 
management of that complexity by the protein components 
of the teleonomic apparatus. The community is lucky that a 
full consideration o i  the evolution of this cornplexlty and 
that of the teleonomic apparatus v 
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great deal of the pnenomenal and revolutionary auvarlces 
in the study of life that has characterised the science of 
the last fifty years, and which.is still expected to  lead to  
greater but yet unforseeable triumphs, has been aptly summa- 
rised by Francis Crick who twenty-three years ago, in his con- 
tribution to  the discussion of protein biosynthesis at tlie 
XIIth Symposium of the Soceity for Experimental Biology, 
a symposium which was devoted to  the central issue of the 
biological replication of Macromolecules, observed inter 
alia t 
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remains to be discovered. This seems highly un- 
kely. In the protein molecule Nature has devised 

unique instrument , in which an underlying 
mplicity is used to  express great subtletv and 
trsatility: it is impossible to  see n 
, proper pers~ective until this p 
on of virtues has been clearly graspcu. 
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attribu intlv summarrze what biochemistry in general 
and protein chemistry in particular -in an interval of history 
of about a century and a half which can be conveniently 
bounded by the isolation, and identification of the s im~lest  
amino acid, glycine through the cummulative work of I 
Braconnot, Henri Dessaignes and Charles Gerhardt bet 
1820 and 1846 and by the completion of the determina 
by John Kendrew, of the three dimensional structure o 
oxygen storage protein, myoglobin in 1960 - has been 
to learn about the teleonomic apparatus. An apparatus u 
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Teleonomic Activities, Functional Diversity and Management 
of Complex Order 

The consideration of the structure function and mecha- 
nism of action of the t ~ i c  apparatus is a itely 
inter-woven subject. Fc is meaningless the 
other. In a lecture SULIJ L I I ~  one, therefoke, certain 
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measure of deliberate didactic ordering will have to be 
assumed. 

But perhaps this is not a particular1 ~ary step since, 
if we accept the principle of the goat-airectedness of all 
biological activities as defined earlier, the functicns for the 
sake of which the structures exist, must take a biologically- 
sanctioned nrecedence. To distinguish a living cell from non 
living matter it has been necessary and sufficient to empha- 
size the two principal properties of reproductive invariance 
and autonomous morphogenesis. On the other hand life, even 
to our laymen's sense of observation and even intuition 
displays a welter of other features, Without enumerating, we 
shall attempt to subsume all of these other features under 
the general rubric of Complex Order, a complex which 
manifests itself both in space and time. 

The notion of complex order must be construed in a 
dynamic sense for one very important reason. Living systems 
are in the final analysis phvsicochemical systems, and they 
are therefore naturally subject to the strictures of the second 
law of thermodynamics. They are at the same time open 
systems which are, by elementary definition, capable of 
exchanging both matter and energy with their environrrtents. 
Given such constraints, it should be clear that for dynamic 
order, reproductive invariance and coherent gro~vth to be 
possil - 1 open system, there must be a Dropr!r manage- 
ment fluxes of energy, matter and also biological 
in for] In the same vein, it must be expcxted that 
an apparatus which has been designed specifically to  maintain 
and manage this complex order isothermally and in open 
system must be capable of performing some minimal number 
of activities. These we shall enumerat 
opportunity of enumeration to  it I 

elements or parts of the apparatus. 
(a) The first of these activities, starting from the simplest 
is transportation: the trans~ortatlon, that is, of cell com- 
ponents from sites where they are produced or available to 
sites where they are required. A simple examplr? which is 
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bound; Within the aries that are imposed by tl 
dynamic a-icl physical factors, it is known that a large a 
of metabolic control is achieved because enzyme prote 
designed t o  serve as molecular cybernetic elements tnat 
respond in many specific ways t o  appropriate chemical 
signals in such a manner as to  modulate their catalytic 
activity. Since the initial reports of Umbarger (5) and of 
Pardee (6) in 1956, I ~ l e s  of the modulation 
of enzyme activity b ~trol ,  either of activa- 
tion or more commonly, of inhibition have been uncovered, 
with ~ntrols exerted usually on the which 
cataly reaction that constitutes the f mitted 
step in a seuuence of reactions leading t o  the synthesis of a 
given ite 
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(c) ( free el 
and transmutation of covalent Donas is all that most cells 
can call u-non to  ~ e r f o r m  energy-requiring processes such as 
motion. Transduction of such energy is thus necessary. To 
continue with the technological motif, and to  emphasise once 
again the versatility and efficiency of the teleonomic appa- 
ratus, let us quote in extenso an advertisement t o  a lecture 
delivered ;~lmost 12  years ago to the date by a Prc 
D.R. Wilkje to the Institution of I I Engin6 
London: 

Available now, linear motor, rugged and depell- 
dable: design optimized by world wide field testing 
over an extended period. All models offer the 
economj !1 cell" type energy conversion an 
will run ride range of commonly availab 
fuels. Low standby power but can be switchc 
within m.sec t o  as much as I kw mechlkg (peak, 
dry). Modular construction and wide range of 
available subunits, permit tailor-made solutions t o  
otherwise intractable mechanical problems. 
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. . ' 'l'o the foregoing teleonomic activities of transporLauun, 
In,  transmutation and transduction must be 
f defence. Just as in the Nigerian budget, defence 

takes a large (but perhaps more justifiable) part of the 
i t y  of a living cell. This is to  be expected if, as 
hasized all along, the cell is indeed an open syst~ 
ess story of biological evolution testifies to the e, 
!xtremely efficient stratagemes for biological t 
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Before leaving this section in which we have attempted to  
see and appreciate the versatility of proteins in the functional 
sense it is not inconsequential to reacquaint ourselves with an 
almost routine but nonetheless important observation about 
the success of the biospheric experiment. 

The experiment in life forms h nly 
because there has been, but that 1 nd - 
less variety of living things. It is just as remarKaDle tnat tnere 
is hardly any type of environment - be it in the heights of 
t113 Himalayas or the depths of the Mindanao gorge; in the 
frigid conditions of the Antarctica or  in the warm Ikogosi 
waters of Ondo State - that  has not at one time or  the other, 
been swcessfully colonized by one form of life or another, in 

--- 
the long history of this biospheric experiment. est 
that this has been possible primarily because of th lo n 
by nature of a simple design and an equally simplc lral 
motif for itruction of the teleonomic appal ich 
ximit of 3st infinite number of different res 
charxteri subtle but real differences in simi er - 
!,i her words rlature effectively can solve the problems 
o lity and diversity by the proper manipulation of a 
fc le unities. The success has also been possible be- 
cause, in spite of this creation of diversity there is i n d 
rigidly maintained principle of mechanistic un iin 
structural and functional diversitv. 
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B mes, diversity in unity and unity in d j ~  re 
3: essarily and intricately interwoven. A p ~s i -  
delablULl of the mechanistic peculiarities of protein xole- 
cules, in addition t o  that of the functionally diversified roles 
which proteins are called upon to  fulfil in biological svst.ems 
(to which attention has alreadv been drawn). vill. 'lowever, 
make it easier to  appreci, ?re 
encountered for the fabric ,le 
levices during the course or evolution ana tne  TlPrtectly loyi. 
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cal sollltions which were found and which are consistent with 
the continuinc success storv of life. 

What do we mean when we re 'm with 
respect to  protein action? No more 1 ndinary 
meanings of the word, which is simply the way in which a 

1 protein works. Defined more formally, mechanism describes 
the order in time and space of fundamental processes 

J involved in an action or reaction (7). To invoke a principle 
of mechanistic unity in the face of structural and functional 
diversity is to  say that there exists a fundamental process 
common to all the actions and reacti le they those of 
transport, transformation and tran )n of covalent 
bonds, transduction of energy or defc lat are mediated 
3y proteins as components of the teleonomic apparatus. 

.fsi.:ic i s  t l ~ e  principle which was always implicit in the 
cuinulative experience of enzymologists with respect.t.0 the 
remarkable specificity of enzyme action (see for example the 
pioneering work of Bergman and Fruton in 1937 on t l ~ e  
substrate specificities of the proteases trypsin and chymci- 
tryspin (8) and the more remarkable but essentially similar 
specificity of serological reactions (9), and which can be 
explained simply as follows: All proteins whatever their 
individual teleonomic role or perfor charac- 
teristic in common. They are ab' specific 
topological. patterns, or, simply put, 1 1 l t :  ~ecugnition 
of shape, is the spwial priviledge of proteins; and it is the 
basis of all manifestations of biological specificity. A specific 
shape may be provided by the chemical substance whose 
chemical reactions are catalyzed by a specific enzyme pro- 
tein, or it may be an epitope (or antigenic determinant) 
which provides a recoenition site for a specific and appro- 
priate antibody, etc. 

Because o f  the sha istic of proteins 
and because all the televnom~u perrormances discussed earlier 
mark .oteins as devices that I in a physical 

I milie, ~ligatory first step in the sm of action of 
all proLelns therefore involves physlca~ binding between 
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protein and that which is bound by it, its specific ligand. 
Physical binding is a simple and relatively non-specific 

way of describing the fact that the chz free energy 
accompanying the process is less than zerc 

ral consequences with respect to  the specific ligand binding 
( -istics of proteins which we have identified as the 
( mechanistic denominator of protein action. Both 
the strength of binding, and the identity and the distance 
dependence of the mediating forces demand (i) that the phy- 
sical binding of ligand involves the close physical apposition 
of both protein and ligand which will require (ii) the additive 
cooperatively of more than element of interaction. 

The theoretical formulations, Emil Fischer's Lock and Key 
hypothesis, first advanced in 1894 (10) and Daniel Kosh- 
land's Induced fit hypothesis (11) proposed sixty-five vears 
later in 1958 have been advanced in an attempt to  rationalize 
this shape recognition and s~eci f ic  binding characteristic of 
proteins. radistinc the stat i of recogni- 
tion inh I Fische 3ach, th e J  fit idea, 
which ellvlsdges not only d q ~ a s i - i n s t r ~ ~ ~ l ~ t . ,  uynamic and 
cooperative affair between protein and ligand, but also a 
specific structural transformation (a conformational change), 
in the protein molecule as a result of the specific binding of 

nediated bv non-specific and nor?-covalent forces, 
I the only othc: cnmmon denominatorial element in 
I era1 consideration of the mechanism nrntein 

In many cases particularly with respect t o  a n t i ~ o d y -  
antigen interactions binding constants of the order of  
10l0M-'  corresponding to changes in free energies of the 
order of -15 Kcallmole have been encountered. This non- 
covalent and specific interaction, sufficiently strong in some 
cases to lead to  the isolation of the formed noncovalent 

. .. 
complex, is found to  he mediated by non-spl eak 
forces of short range which. because of their im ! to  
our structural concerns, will be summarized in 
. . 
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On the Need for a Complex Structure: Divers~ty in Unlty \All1 r l  

. Entropi 

. (Covalel 

c Forces 

nt-C-C) The d NO sections emphasizing, as 
they habt. UWIC ~ l l t .  U ~ I L  IllcLllanistic unity of all protein 
molecules in the face of diverse teleonomic activities that 
have had to be, and still are mediated under different possible 
environmental conditions, permit us t o  consider the next and 
final issue which vey of tliose structural specifications 
that needed to b J for in ally design process for such a 
functionally diverse an3 versatile group of molecules. This is 

the second issue, which is one of those factors t o  which have 
bocn ascribed the success of the biospheric experiment and 
which has been labelled Diversity in Unity. 
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Nil1 ure 's solution which, from the  advantage of hindsight 
cast over ;t two billion year period, can be declared a veritable 
success and which for this same reason can be considered as 
the only feasible :uld logical one  that could have been 
adopted and sefecterl for, idoption of the macromole- 
cular option. 

Speaking in A.D. 1981 a t  a tlme when the  all-pervading 
presence and influence of macro:nolecules in laily life are 
noi news it might be hard to  believe that a scant half a 
centurv azo, a period which had already seen the  concre- 
t i n t i on  of the new organic chemistry of Van'i hnd 
Fischer, this comment of Staudinger In 1929  (12) 

, is the a 

I I . .  

1 of the crystallizability of proteins. Macro:nolecuies in general 

1 
and proteins in particular, then, not only had tile same 
structural principle as those of low molecular wei:,;it in the 
words o f  Staudinger, they also had definite structures, which, 

1 like those of low molecu  ere deter- 
minable. 

Why then have we clesLlluc., choice by nature of the 
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i~acromolecular  option as the one  feasibly logical choice 
for t h e  construction o f  the  teleonomic apparatus? The 
reasons are many: but is conve!~ient once again t o  4:Ia.ssify 
them under two ~ e n c r a l  r:lh;ic; :vl:icl~ a x  clel'i;>ec! by s t r x .  
tural and mechai~istic imperatives. 

hlacromoiecules. tllough very largc i:rJ simp'e compounds 
from the synthetic point r>F view. ( I~ i i l g  t!~e word addition 
ill its most general senst,. t!lcse l;Lrgc ~nolecuies  ma:^ be 
looked at as being biliit bv f!te simple successive addition 
of smaller units usualiv called monomer o S 

;pea;; of 
:es and 

addition is in the trade given the name sncl 
the product of the  process is simply a putylrlrl, ~ L I L - I ~  as 
polyethylene, no doubt  a useful compound but  one  which is 
chenically very simple and n~ono tonous  though large. 

A simple view such as this is sufficient t o  lead us t o  three 
useful gc tions. Firstly it should be obvious that in 
i~rinciple, erization can be q a d e  t o  produce large 
compounds of the same type but  of different sizes depending 
o n  the  se3 on  the polymerization 
process. of t he  bond between two 

successive monomeric resldue will depend on  the chemical 
nharacteristics of the  ms -l_nd t!lirdly the ph:;sic:! 
and chemical properties I sultant polymer will depend 
ultimately on  the characteristics of the monomer. 

By adhering rigidly t o  only one  type  of bonding between 
successive monomeric units which, on  the surface at least. 
t purely random arrangement from one  end t,o the 
c ture has allowed herself t he  possibilitv of generating 
i.. ...,... ite number o f  different protein structures. T o  
r ia ran tee  an equally infinite range of chemical and physical 

large in intermolecular 
thereby ~acromolecular 

jtances have the same structural principle as 

;olecules 
assume 
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was not a ldent tn ,  ba- 
b b l e  pro.p~,31~1~11 tilnt was v l r w e u  W I L I I  considerau~e scepti- 
ckrn by  a iarge number of his contemporaries. That  he was 
al.v;~rded the Nobel prize a few years later was a recognition 
of the concept.uni revolution that  he caused to  be within 
c.'lcmistrq ( n o t  t.o talk about the practical ititpiications). 

This slight detour  into chemical st.ructura1 history is 
instructive in some respects. Even though it was not co:n- 
pletely appreciated at the time, it was the physical dat.a on 
tlie size of protein molecules, starting with the pioneering 
studies of ' ' 

' r Thudicuin in 1872, t!le subsequent work 
of Gilbert half a ce!ltury later in l'925 o n  the  size of 
the  hi~ernl ancl most part,ici!l;!rl~, ill? introd ~ c t i o n  of 
tkx ~!I!ra::en:r~iutrc ancl its i.lll,li:a! iun t:, the s tudy cl; kI le  

size of protein molecules by The Sverlberg in 1925,  that 
provided the first 5ard facts on tlle existence of these "giant" 
:3olecu!es 
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properties in tile resultant polymers for current and unfor- 
seen teleonomic activities it is only necessary and sufficient 
t o  call upon monomers which will belong in the same chemi- 
cal family but which will have different properties. The 
monomeric units are the familiar alpha amino acids represen- 
table by the general formula: 

R 

! bond, 
ation 

Yerent E 

? but wi 
, . 

Nature makes use of twenty dif  min no acids. com- 
pounds with the general structurc th  different R (or 
side chains) for the building of proteins, joining these by 
what is called the peptidc fixed and 
invariant transoid configur 

which al 
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To drive home the point about the enormous p es 
available to nature by the adoption of this simple synthetic 

, s( t is a matter of simple a] : t o  show that for a 
/ 

cE 50 amino acid residues / of 17000 daltons 
(a I ~ I ~ L L V ~ I Y  small protein as they L L J L I I ~ . )  there are about 
1 0 ~ " 0  unique possibilit~es; a number that  is greatc he 
estimate of the total numl~er of protons and n e u t ~  he 
universe. Each unique possibility is different from tne otner 
of the amino acid resi3ues in the chain. This order is what has 
come to  be known as the primary structure of the protein. 
Th? deciphering of thc primary structure of parlcreatic 
insulin in 1953 by Fredet ?r is one of the few major 
events in the history nf f h of life t1n.J. in .the iitfvance 
~ n e n t  of the science o ' t)ioche;n~strv 

ossibiliti 
,, . 

?r than tl 

Crystallizability is only the most direct churacteri:;t,ic 
proteins which permit the inference of a definite structure as 
can be seen in the structure of a simple protein such as hen 
egg white lysozyme, an enzyme which catalyses an equally 
simple hydrolytic reaction involving a bacterial polysaccha- 
ride, a nice compact structure, almost a sphere. Stripped 
down by the removal of the side chains the course of the pep- 
tide chain can be observed. There are regularities hydrogen 
bond stabilized helix structures sheet structures a i ~ d  beta 
turns - examples of what are collectively called secoildary 
structures, the elucidation of which bears the pioneering 
imprint and the genius of one of the greatest minds of th? 
agc, if not of all time - 1,in:lr; palllii~:. And there are irregu- 
larities seemingly without a definite purpose but which allow 
for the type of local structural flexibility within a g l ~ b a l  
definiteness that permits the propagation of chemical signals 
in the form of specific conformational changes o v ~  e 
molecular distance as nas been demonstrated for ex n 
our work 011 the linked reactivities of 'functional gI"Up3 IS 

this same protein (13,14). 
Reclothed with its side chain ves e 

core of the two noticeable structural uvrrialrls L I I V  pacnl11g 
of basically non pc ily side chains of the appropriate 
amino acids and )ensing of the more hydropililic 
groups Pn t h ~  outslac sirrrace. The s t r u ~ t s r z  of such a moie- 
cule is defined 2nly in an i eous environment 
which is characteristic uf !if 

This architectural tour ot a prcrteln r n o ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ l c  points to the 
determinan I'itsliioning of the 
three dime erule. This is be- 
cause of t h ~  p ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  "l'fered by the vnr i t l t y  of structures 
in the side chains f iet,y of s ~ c c  interartions of 
t,he -types tliab hav spoken ( 111sly. Of primitry 
importance in this I:O1lLeAl, is t,he cbll, c t ,m  u ) t '  ilydrophol~icity 
of the amino acid )le ; ~ : i t l  lieuristic: scale for 
which has been prc i). ;tn;l I i )  which referclncc. 
will hc m;~:le short,ly. 
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That the choice of the macromolecular option makes 
functional sense is also without doubt. The priviledge of pro- 
teins, it has been emphasized, is to recognise shape. Other 
things being equal, large flexible molecules are intrinsically 
better discriminators of different topologies. Or simply put, 
a large flexible structure is easier to  wrap around any shape. 
Thus, do proteins recognize, and bind specifically to  their 
ligands, as the example of the binding of substrate t o  
lysozyme through the intermediary of various short range 
forces acting cooperatively shows. 

A large flexible molecule, capable of the ty.pe of directed 
conformational change described above in response t o  a 
chemical signal, is in addition, the best molecular candidate 
to  serve as device for cybernetic control. Such devices would 
normally be expected to  have more than one recognition site 
for similar (homotropic) or different (heterotropic) ligands 
with the binding of one influencing, through a protei: 
tural change, the binding of the other, either for poter 
or inbibition, as it is necessary. It is one of the inabllllalc. 
qualities of proteins to  act as multi-input devices principally 
because of their size, which allows for the existence on the 
same lnolecule of multiple sites with different t o p o l o ~ i c ~ l  
speciiicities. A good example ary strut 
muscle phosphorylase (1 6). 
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As managers of complexity, proteins are complex struc- 
tures such structures can be ined has been 
ampl:  str rated clearly from the 2xamples given. 
thanks to  the existence of adequate ~ I I U  Y V W e r f ~ l  analvtical 
procedures and instrumentation whose introd 
past fifty years may be said to  have been resp 
measure for the tremendous amount of Knowleage on 
proteins and their role in biology that have 

It is a different matter, and a much mor 
however, to  predict a protein threedimensionai struct..~r.~ 
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given a primary structure (or more primordially, the amino 
acid composition). This is an area of current and very intense 
research activity here in our own laboratories and in similar 
places abroad. For many reasons which do  not need to  be 
elaborated upon, nature as usual and hopefully only tempo- 
rarily, is guarding her secrets. This is not however, to  suggest 
that the front is entirely bleak. There are well established 
guidin ived either fron 
tion o ~a ture  of complc 
polate to accumulated - 2nce (in ,&,, 

Baconian fashion) which must be elements in the 
solution of the riddle of protein chain folding. Thus, 
Seen correctly observed that in the primary structure arone 
is encoded all the information requireil for the specifi 
of the threedimensional structure of any polypeptide I 

that is, the correct solvent conditions) (3.7). 
Secondly, by defining structural relatedness amongst 

protein molecules with respect t o  non-zero homology indices 
(a criterion that is easily derivable from the Hydrophobicity 
scale described earlier) and studying the permissible types of 
a m h o  acid replacements in a family of such structurally 
related  rotei in families, it is possible to  infer, through the 
consti z~f simple amino acid replacement matrices, that 
prote ; must fold in such a manner as t o  conserve and 
maxirrl~zt: L I I ~  hydrophobicity of the interior of the resultant 
globulor structure (15). The principle of the maximization of 
hydrophobicity provides not only 2 theore!i.al rationaliza- 
tion for observed structures of native globular proteins. it 
also helps to emphasize the primary rc tropic fa 
t h ~  fashioning of those structures. 

In the third place it can also be snown, by appropriate 
analysis of proteins with known tertiary sl 5,  that 
certain amino acids have statistically prove] x t ions  
for one of the standard secondary structures. 
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will evolve (or be formed) from simple systems 
inuch more rapidlv if there are stable intermediate 
forms than if there are not. The resulting complex 
forms in tile former case will be hierarchic (or in 
the terminology of Arthur Koestler holarchicj . 
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Accumulating evidence will tend to  suggest that 1 9 r- 

ch- . applied t n s t ruct~  itirely realistic and 
he The det, on of th dimensional struc- 
tu )me fift! nt prote led t o  the growing 
q~preciatic nble exis f holarchic motifs 
found wit domains are composed of 
varving c~ the ele secondary poly- 
peptide structures. Examples of these are the coiled coil 
helix, /3 meanders t,he E P unit or the Rossman fold. Fifty 
structures constitute but a very small sample when compared 
with the very large number of different es 
extant. An average cell, it may be remarkel r st 
10,000 different protein molecules. 

We do  not yet know if it is in the solution of such complex 
structures that the ultimate vindication of the inductive 
approach of Bacon will be found; or if, as is normally the 
case, there will be that intuitive quantum leap. Whatever the 
sit,uation, the stakes are very high. To be able to  predict the 
threedimensional strurtures of protein molecules a priori will 
not only be tc Settcr understand one of the mow beaut,iful 
aspect.s of nature (fhc study o f  biolocy, we nlav observe. is 
en cxcrcisc in i l2tii i . ; t!  ,testi;etits). Suc l~  kaowIe.jfie, \v)yick u~ill 
surelv lead to the Il(b\icjn and synthesis of protein lnolecules 
*it h desired and ~ l > ! - ~ r  i t ' i ~ .  biological and chemic;~l properties. 
s 1)ound to b~ of inc-;ll(,~~lablr economic value t o  man. whose 
positive :li ]in< ;.hi~l-;tc.: eristic, apnrt from language. is 
! i i ~  :d>ilit.y izcl his I<n~wledge ol' nature :ind nafurai 
phenomei~a t o r  tne improvement of the qu:~lit!' of his own 
t.~.:istel;ce on t,his   la net. ,ig:lin I hilt 
!llcs,,. the ~lernenls of t l  5.  :!rfB !!it? 
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microprocessor) but also in the matching of versatile func- 
tion t o  structure. 

There is yet another lesson t o  be drawn from our consi- 
deration of the interwoven themes of Unity and Diversity. 
It is t o  remind all of us that we share in the partimony of 
nature for whom the seemingly contrary themes of unit;? 
and diversity constitute no dialectical problem that calls for 
a dialectical resolution. Nature in the final analysis is Janus. 
It is for us therefore t o  accept our patrimony, t o  learn t o  
recognise unity in diversity and to  cope with diversity in 
unlty. 
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